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JOHANNESBURG: Weeks of grueling testimonies at an
inquiry in South Africa have tried to answer an unfath-
omable question-how authorities allowed 141 mentally-ill
patients to die after being moved out of a hospital. The
evidence presented has been a litany of neglect, incompe-
tence and cruelty that lawyer Dirk Groenewald described
as “the greatest human rights violation since the dawn of
democracy” in South Africa. Every day, families of the vic-
tims have told shocking stories of how their loved ones
were taken from the hospital, badly mistreated at unli-
censed health facilities and then died. 

Starting last February,
more than 1,700 patients
were rapidly relocated from
the Life Esidimeni hospital in
Johannesburg to 27 privately
run clinics that were unable to
care for them. The Gauteng
provincial health department
cancelled its contract with
Esidimeni as a cost-cutting
measure. “One day my sister
went to go see our mother,
but was told she was moved.
Nobody contacted us,”
Boitumelo Mangena, 24, told the inquiry in just one of
many harrowing personal accounts. “My brother found her
(at a clinic). She lost a lot of weight. She hadn’t been
bathed for a while, I could tell it from the smell. “All the
patients were getting the same medication but my mom’s
meds were very specific to her condition.”

‘Starved to death’
Mangena’s mother, who suffered dementia, died three

weeks after being moved from Esidimeni to one clinic and
then another in Soweto.  “The cause of death was cardiac
arrest and epileptic fit. My mother was never epileptic. We
discovered she had been starved and dehydrated to

death,” she said. “These people were sent to their death
and they died in the most horrible way possible, they were
tortured to death. “I was thinking we could get some
answers so we can heal, but that didn’t happen. Nobody
wants to be held liable.”

An earlier official investigation, which sparked uproar in
South Africa, detailed how confused patients were hur-
riedly removed from the hospital and taken to care centers
that were often overcrowded and unheated.  Staff were
untrained, the facilities were ill-equipped, and patients
were left far from their families, who didn’t know where

they were. Joseph Maboe, a
pastor, told the inquiry that
he went to Esidimeni to visit
his son Billy, who was epilep-
tic, but found he had already
been transferred.  Instead
Maboe watched other
patients being moved in “big
trucks”.

“They were just like goats
and sheep taken to an auc-
tion,” he said. Maboe said
that “Billy was very happy to
be there (Esidimeni)” but lat-

er he found his son at a clinic outside Pretoria looking
“frail, filthy, hungry and disorientated”. “He asked for water
and they said they couldn’t give it to him because he wets
himself,” he said. Billy, 53, died less than a week later.
“When we are shattered like this, what can we say to the
government? They don’t care,” Maboe said.

‘Irrational .. not necessary’
In another distressing testimony, Sandra de Villiers said

that “not even an animal would be treated” like her brother
Jaco Stols was at the clinic he was taken to. She said she
believed he was sleeping on the floor in thin clothes.  “He
was very dehydrated. He was badly underfed,” she said. “I

would take him a pair of slippers, and the next time I went
to visit, they would be gone.” Adila Hassim, a lawyer repre-
senting the families, summed up the tragedy as “a sorry tale
of extreme neglect, insufficient or rotten food, exposure to

cold, lack of medication, overcrowding, abuse, death and
late notifications of death”. She said some families had even
told of searching through bodies stacked on one another at
the mortuary to find their lost loved ones.  —AFP

Horror in South Africa: 141 
mentally-ill patients perish

WASHINGTON: It’s 3 am when a security guard notices
a man taking photographs of the Key Bridge a few miles
from the White House. There’s been no crime, but the
guard is suspicious and passes the man’s license plate
number to the FBI. In a case like this, the FBI might
query databases containing foreign intelligence collect-
ed overseas. An agent might learn nothing or might find
out the plate belongs to an American communicating
online with a suspected Islamic State militant.

It’s these scraps of data, sometimes meaningless on
their own, that can help foil plots and save lives, the
government contends. But as Congress considers how
to reauthorize the law governing the government’s use
of such information, lawmakers from both parties and
many people in the United States want stricter controls
to better protect privacy. FBI Director Christopher
Wray crafted the bridge story to show why his agents
shouldn’t have to get a warrant before querying foreign
intelligence information legally gathered overseas. 

The FBI’s use of foreign intelligence is at the heart
of the debate over the future of the 2008 Foreign
Intelligence Surveillance Amendments Act, including
the controversial Section 702. The law is set to expire
Dec 31. “Let’s say you find out that this person photo-
graphing the Key Bridge has been communicating with
a known Islamic State recruiter, which is the kind of
information that’s in the 702 database,” Wray said at a
recent forum on the subject. The FBI agent, Wray said,
is “not going to be able to get a warrant just based on
that to search the database.” 

“The idea of blinding the agent - putting some restric-
tion on his ability to see information that we already con-
stitutionally have sitting in our own data bases - the irony
of that is tragic to me,” Wray said. But the government
already has many tools it can use to collect information
about someone without a warrant, said Democratic Sen
Ron Wyden of Oregon, a staunch advocate of privacy
rights.  He said it can obtain phone records - who some-
one called and when - without a warrant. 

“That will show if this bridge suspect is talking to
terrorists,” Wyden said. “Going straight to reading the
content of private communications without a warrant is
an end-run around the Fourth Amendment,” which pro-
tects Americans from unreasonable searches and
seizures. “Think about it,” he said. “Would you want the
government reading your emails or listening to your
phone calls, just because someone called the FBI and
said you looked suspicious?” There is bipartisan
agreement that the law is invaluable in helping the US
track foreign spies, terrorists, weapons trafficking and
cyber criminals. 

But some members of Congress and privacy advo-
cates want greater protections for the communications
of Americans that also are picked up. They think the
FBI should be required to obtain a warrant if it wants
to search foreign intelligence in investigating tips such
as the fictitious American at the bridge. Measures cir-
culating in Congress seek to address several open
questions: Should the law be extended permanently or
only for a certain number of years?  Should the FBI
have to get a warrant to query the foreign intelligence
database, or only if wants to peruse the information?

Can law enforcement officials read foreign intelligence
to search for evidence against Americans in routine crim-
inal investigations without a court order based on proba-
ble cause?  Should the government have to give the pub-
lic more details about how extensively it uses the foreign
intelligence database, or how many US citizens’ commu-
nications are incidentally collected? Wray said tips are
flooding into the FBI by the thousands. It’s at this initial
stage - where leads are sifted and prioritized - when for-
eign intelligence helps connect dots and spot possible
national security threats, he said. —AP
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Catalonia’s police 
caught in
crosshairs of 
separatist push
BARCELONA: Catalonia’s homegrown police force faces a
dilemma-obey caretaker bosses imposed by Madrid, or
stay loyal to the now-deposed regional government? As
Spain imposes direct rule on the semi-autonomous region
after an independence declaration by Catalan lawmakers,
with its interior ministry taking control of the Mossos
d’Esquadra, the force’s roughly 16,000 members are in
turmoil. “There’s a lot of tension. There is a lot of fear and
anxiety in the entire force, regardless of whether people
back independence or oppose it-as in my case,” Vicente, a
Mossos officer who declined to give his real name said.

Split down the middle
“The force is split pretty much down the middle,”

added Manel, a colleague with over a decade of experi-
ence who would also not be fully identified. “Some are
delighted that Madrid takes control, but others are wor-
ried.” “The atmosphere is difficult, there are arguments,
shouting, very tense situations between colleagues,” said
Vicente. Besides the Mossos, the only armed force that fell
directly under the region’s control before it was taken over,
some 6,000 members of the national police are based per-
manently in Catalonia. Since the beginning of the standoff
between Madrid and Catalonia over an unauthorized inde-
pendence referendum on October 1, that number has been
boosted by about 10,000 - also including members of the
Guardia Civil police force.

18th century
With the crisis showing no signs of abating, the central

government published an official notice Saturday to tem-
porarily replace Catalonia’s political leaders and dissolve

its secessionist-majority parliament. In his attempt to
quash the breakaway bid, Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy
on Saturday fired Mossos chief Josep Lluis Trapero.
Trapero, who became chief in April, is seen as an ally of
Catalonia’s separatist leaders. Spain’s National Court is
investigating him for sedition after unrest in  Barcelona in
September sparked by national security forces raiding
regional government offices.

That action was met with furious public protests in
which the Catalan police was accused by Madrid of failing
to intervene. Nothing underscores how much Madrid
needs the Mossos on its side more than the chaos that
erupted during the outlawed October 1 ballot. The regional
force was tasked with stopping the ballot, which had been
deemed illegal by Spain’s Constitutional Court. But senior
Mossos officers issued orders not to use force, and agents
steered clear of clashes with activists gathered in large

numbers to protect voting stations. Members of the
national police intervened instead, seizing ballot boxes in a
clampdown marred by violence against civilians. The
Mossos, whose origins date back to 18th century citizen
militias, was reinvented as a modern police force in 1983
after Catalonia recovered the autonomy it had lost under
the 1939-75 rule of Francisco Franco. On Saturday, for the
first time since his dictatorship, the force was placed under
central control, albeit temporarily.

Many are nervous about what will happen if separatists
carry out threats to resist direct rule from Madrid, pitting
Catalan civilians against their own police. Independence
activists have vowed peaceful resistance which could take
the form of protests, strikes or other forms of civil disobe-
dience. In an internal circular, the Mossos police command
has called on its agents to stay neutral which the interior
ministry said was “a good sign”. —AFP

Iceland leans 
toward leftist 
government 
REYKJAVIK: Icelanders, angry over a
string of political scandals, ousted their
centre-right government in an election that
could pave the way for a charismatic
young opposition leader to form a left-
leaning coalition, final vote counts showed
yesterday. With the defeat of incumbent
Prime Minister Bjarni Benediktsson’s coali-
tion government, his main opponent, the
Left-Green Movement’s Katrin
Jakobsdottir, is likely to get a chance to
form a narrow majority in parliament.

Still, the composition of any coalition
government remained uncertain, as the
president had not yet mandated a party to
form one. The Nordic island of 340,000
people, one of the countries hit hardest by
the 2008 financial crisis, has staged a
remarkable economic rebound spurred by
a tourism boom. Benediktsson called the
snap election in September, after less than
a year in government, as a scandal involv-
ing his father prompted the Bright Future
party to drop out of his ruling coalition,
citing a breach of trust.

The previous government was defeated
last year following revelations in the
Panama Papers about then-Prime Minister
Sigmundur David Gunnlaugsson’s use of
offshore tax havens. In addition to the

political scandals, a growing sense of
inequality and unease about immigration in
one of the world’s most ethnically homoge-
neous nations have rattled a democracy
known for its political and social stability.
After the final vote count, Jakobsdottir, 41,
of the Left-Greens stood to gain a narrow
majority in parliament with three other
opposition parties.

The result showed a Left-Green-led
coalition was possible if they joined forces
with the Social Democrats, the Progressive
Party and the Pirate Party. Together, they
would hold 32 of parliament’s 63 seats.
“The opposition has a majority, so that’s a
message. But we’ve also talked about that
maybe things should be done differently
and create a broader government,”
Jakobsdottir said in a TV debate yesterday.
The Left-Greens want to reduce inequality
and fund an increase in public health care,
education and infrastructure spending by
raising taxes for the wealthy and introduc-
ing a property tax. 

The parliament will be split among eight
parties. There are two new parties, and one
of the parties in the current tri-party gov-
ernment failed to get enough votes to
remain in parliament. The Independence
Party, the main partner in the current gov-
ernment coalition, lost 4 percentage points
from last year’s election to take 25 percent
of the vote. It remains the biggest party,
but the election was the worst since 2009
for a party that has dominated Iceland’s
politics for decades, getting support of as
much as 40 percent of voters.

Asked during the TV debate if the
Independence Party would get the chance
to form a new government, Benediktsson

said: “I think so. We are the biggest party,
and I think it’s normal that we should be a
part of a future government. “We are
attacked as a party that bears responsibili-
ty for certain things,” he said. “We are in a
new environment, and considering that I
am happy with the result.” His party wants
to reduce the national debt and cut taxes
on individuals and businesses. 

The Left-Greens came in second with
17 percent, up 1 percentage point from
last year’s election, and its probable ally
the Social Democrats in third with 12 per-
cent, almost doubling its share. “I think

that the opposition with one extra party
can create a really strong government,”
said Social  Democrat leader Logi
Einarsson, hinting at the possibility of a
five-party government. The new Centre
Party, which was formed in September by
former Prime Minister Gunnlaugsson,
won 11 percent of the votes. The Pirate
Party, which last year rode a wave of
anger against the establishment to
become the third biggest party in parlia-
ment, stood to get 9 percent of votes in
Saturday’s election down from 14 percent
last year.— Reuters

REYKJAVIK: Bjarni Benidiksson of the conservative Independence Party greets
supporters at the Grand Hotel in Reykjavik, Iceland. — AFP 

JOHANNESBURG: Relatives and family members of some of the 94 mentally ill patients who died last year, hold a can-
dle light vigil organized by South African main opposition party Democratica Alliance (DA) outside the Gauteng
Province premier in Johannesburg. — AFP 

BARCELONA: A helicopter hovers over protesters waving Spanish and Catalan Senyera flags from the top of a
building during a pro-unity demonstration yesterday. — AFP 


